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[FLK\textsuperscript{+14}, Mul95b, SM93b, WC99]. \textbf{America} [Bri14, Cuc90, Dun91, Ink91, Kra89, Mis89, Mos79, Ras04, Rem88, Rie15, Ves87, WLBR915]. \textbf{American} [Ano77d, Ano77l, Blo77, Lcr18, SS91, AS99, Bij07, Bij01, BS01, Bud78, CFS01, Den87, Ell75, Eyr71, Fit86, FG73, Ger01, Gre04, Kim83, Kop79, LT92, Mil04a, Nel77, Ros77, Ros81, Rot81, ST16, Tho99, Tor83, Whi75b]. \textbf{Americans} [Sah12]. \textbf{Amerikanische} [Pfe71]. \textbf{Amnesia} [Bar85a]. Among [Cam85, Rif72, Tür73, AB91, Fox83, Fox05, FFB11, Gra07, Gra98, Lau13, Law13, Mar20, MRL01, PD19, Son95]. \textbf{Amorphous} [Pra07]. \textbf{Amsterdam} [Wri80, Rip79]. \textbf{Amsterdamska} [Blu09]. \textbf{Anaemia} [ML94]. \textbf{Analogies} [Pic80a]. \textbf{Analogue} [AH11]. \textbf{Analyses} [SWB77a, DSJ19, Mat13]. \textbf{Analysis} [AQL94, BH97, BR79, Bri72, CKM04, CM75, Coz85, DC76, FG86, FO86, GHR00, Han88, Hcr78, HP91, Kra72, Len79, Lew80, Lyn85, Marx79, MC79, MG82a, MG82b, Nad80, PN87, Pin85, Pot77, Pot87, Pra05, Ros96a, Rul79, Sco92, Sim09, SR77, Vin91, Whi89, Woo89, Wri80, Yea99, Bi02, JL18, Man21, Oik17, Sha20, VFW15, Hic88, Gin10, Ano77n]. \textbf{Analysis/} [Hic88]. \textbf{analyst} [CE14]. \textbf{analytic} [dLDV21]. \textbf{Analyzing} [CLP91, CS20, Mar88]. \textbf{Anatomy} [Bro82, Mül18, Pra07, Pre05, Sör93, Tom87, Fuk16]. \textbf{Ancestry} [Ham82, Nel08, FR11, PD19, MW915]. \textbf{Ancient} [Wat14]. \textbf{Andre} [Mos79]. \textbf{Android} [Ala09a]. \textbf{Angell} [Mir07, Mir07]. \textbf{Angels} [Mia99]. \textbf{Angiography} [Mor00]. \textbf{Animal} [Asd08, Cri96, FC12, Lyn88, MB94, NLe13]. \textbf{animals} [Suz21]. \textbf{Ann} [Del05]. \textbf{Annihilation} [Gus06]. \textbf{Announcement} [Ano76]. \textbf{Anomalies} [Blo85, Wes77, Wes78, Ras20]. \textbf{Answer} [Sha04]. \textbf{Answers} [MM84b]. \textbf{ANT} [Lag12, Tre13]. \textbf{Antarctic} [OOO12, DNT808, Hgg16]. \textbf{Antecedents} [Arm95, Anthro] [Lor17]. \textbf{Anthropo-scene} [Lor17]. \textbf{Anthropologists} [Bro95]. \textbf{Anthropology} [For94, Bro95]. \textbf{Anthropophagy} [da 22]. \textbf{Anti} [EM06, IL99, RS11, MD20]. \textbf{Anti-bureaucratic} [RS11]. \textbf{anti-influenza} [MD20]. \textbf{Anti-Malarial} [IL99]. \textbf{Anti-social} [EM06]. \textbf{Antibody} [CKM04]. \textbf{Anticipation} [Uru22]. \textbf{anticipatory} [Gus14]. \textbf{Antidepressant} [AD09, Lak04]. \textbf{antiprograms} [KH18]. \textbf{Antiseptic} [Lyn94a]. \textbf{Anxieties} [Lak04]. \textbf{Anxiety} [BV95, Lee16, SH19]. \textbf{anxious} [Lec16]. \textbf{Any} [Mar04]. \textbf{Anyone} [Mod01, FW17]. \textbf{Anything} [Rus83]. \textbf{Anyway} [Kai06]. \textbf{Apart} [MG82a, Sim07b, Woo06]. \textbf{Apartheid} [Cha22]. \textbf{Apologetic} [AA84]. \textbf{Appealing} [Car05, Joy05]. \textbf{appearance} [SMW15]. \textbf{Applicable} [NK14b]. \textbf{Applicable} [Bri72]. \textbf{Applicants} [Jab95]. \textbf{Application} [AdSPG\textsuperscript{+14}, MCBT00, MK84, MPA87, Ste86]. \textbf{Applied} [Ano77c, Bea79, Rad97, Don86, LC99, MK84, WG74, Hf15]. \textbf{Appraising} [BHC16]. \textbf{Appreciating} [dLDV21]. \textbf{Appreciation} [Mac84]. \textbf{Apprehensions} [LM75]. \textbf{Approach} [Ano77o, Blo75, CT89, Cre96, EES96, Har76, Har77, Lon71, MG92, SS94, Tte93, Kru13, Blo74]. \textbf{Approaches} [Gor89b, Rad92, SBHY15]. \textbf{ Appropriation} [MG92, Has12]. \textbf{April} [Lyn11c, PCL98]. \textbf{Arbeiterbewegung} [Bay83]. \textbf{Arbitrary} [Ale08]. \textbf{Archaeology} [Jah72]. \textbf{Archeology} [Kim14]. \textbf{Architectural} [Yan05]. \textbf{architecture} [Skr16, Yan22]. \textbf{Architectures} [Par05]. \textbf{Archives}
Arctic [Lan20, Mar08b, Var20]. Area [Bro89].
Areas [DYS+05, HMI80]. Arena [Sun07, Gre16a]. Arenas [KC82c].
Argentina [Lak04]. Argo [Ben12]. Argument [GHR00, Her07, Sto08].
Argumentation [Yea85]. Aristotle [DV07]. Arithmetic [Mac93]. Arms
[Bar03b, Hoi81a]. arousal [WE15]. ARPA [Gui98]. arranged [PW19].
arrangements [AMT11]. Array [Sch72b]. Arriving [Fis10]. Arrowsmith
[Bru77]. Art [Hor04, Law97, MM84a, PW95, Waj00, Woo82, Ano16b, Bor17,
CS17, Cho13, Pei21]. Artefacts [Elz86, Joe99a, Pet00, PB84, Rus86, Str11, WC99].
Articulating [Fuj87, Sil11]. Articulation [Pre05, Gra16]. articulations [Tal13].
Artifacts [Ros96a]. Artisanal [PH14]. asteroids [Cle86]. Astrotology [Wri75]. astronomical [Hoe14].
Astronomy [GM78, McC00, Rot81, Tat86, GM78]. Astrophysics [Lan81, Sun11].
Asymmetric [MS00]. asymmetries [VT21]. at/on [Old90b]. athlete
[Joh13]. Atlantis [For99, God98]. Atmospheres [Dav21]. Atmospheric
[Buc92]. Atom [Sch06, RA22]. Atomic [Hoi81a, Tho99, Zie88]. Atomism
[Jac78]. Atoms [GP09]. attachments [Sat21, TS21, dLDV21]. Attack
[Mar96a]. Attention [Gre04]. Attitude [Col82b, McD76]. Attitudes
[LM75, Tor83, Tau71, Zin71]. Attribution [Smi85, SL91]. Attributional
[Bra89]. attuned [Cal18]. Audiences [Col99c, Ros11]. audio [Mar20].
Audiophilia [Per04]. audits [Mat14]. August
[Bre02, HDS+98, Jan18, Rip79]. austerity [Rei21]. Australia
[Dun85, Ron78]. Australian [Hil74, Hui14, Ink85, Lan01a, MK84]. Austrian
[FFMW08, Foc16]. Author [Rud77, STGG95]. Authored [LMA80].
Authoritative [Joy05, Kan21]. Authority
[Cas09, Kuk94, Mah80, Per04, Thu02, Thu91, Kan21]. Authors
[Gor84, SR72]. Authorship [Hef79, Lin80, Bio22, Del16]. Autism
[DU15, Kir12, Lap16]. Autogiro [Mod00]. Automated [Mac17].
Automatic [Vos04]. Automating [Har96, Hyy06, RG16]. Automation
[BS08, Jon17a, LB19]. Automotive [Bra92a, Leo10]. autonomous [TS21].
Autonomous [LC99]. Autonomy [Kri78, Sut84, Win02a]. Aversion
Co-Evolution [Con78, Leo10]. co-location [Bea10].
Co-production [Pap21, Eps21, Gu23, Mag17, Mon12]. Co-Word
[CL89, Whi89]. Co-lock [Luc16]. Coastal [Bij07]. Co-authorship [SH89]. Cod
Cognition [GM03, Gor97, Mag07]. Cognitive [Blo93, CG90, CG92, Cha99,
Gie92, GM03, Gor82, Gor89b, MMB09, Nad80, RJ76, SM93a, Tha89]. cohort
[KH19]. Coincidence [Sch95]. Col [Hol81b]. Cold [Lew95, Sim99a, Clo03,
Den03, Ger01, Hou01, Pop21, SH12, Sni12, Sol11b, vK01]. colder [Heg16].
[Cas09, DYS+05, FC79, Gor02, Hac05b, Jef03, LR08, LB05, Lyn95a, Mye91,
Pre80, Pyc93, Ras04, EMB+11, Eva10, ELR21, GB16, VFWC15, Wad14].
Collaborations [SCG01, Byc16]. Collaborative
[CKM04, CK05, Hej97, SVS21, Ste12]. Collagen [Sma77], collapse [SK13].
Collecting [Hal98]. Collective [Mac03b, MMB09, PAB15, Rou17].
Collectives [Bou05, BTS22]. Collectivities [Dun85]. Collide [Vog06].
Colliding [Lau87, Mel07, Ste86, Ste87]. Collingridge [Joh85]. Collins
[Ash07, Doi11, Hol81b, Chu82, Dre92, Fox94, Hir94, Jas03a, Lau82, Lyn94a,
Nic84, RH85, Sia87a, Wyn03]. Collisions [Ful89b]. Colombia
[Lyo18, SMW15]. Colonial [SMWCSC15]. Colonialism [Kus10]. Colonization [Ala09b].
Colonizing [MPA87]. colony [HTB20, SK13]. colpocytology [TL11].
Colposcopy [TL11]. Combination [Gra75]. Combustion [Tor92]. Comes
[Tur01a]. Comfort [Del05]. Coming [Irw06, Lat10, SK13]. commensurable
[Dix19]. Commensuration [OS05b]. Comment
[ABB+08, BL94, Col12, De87, Fre92, Jas03a, JM73, Lyn95a, Lyn94e, McH09,
Pic80a, PM89, Sia87, Woo92, Zan84]. Commentary [RDB03, Bij12, Rif72].
Comments [Da90, Gue06, Hug06, Lyn01b, NKB86, Pfe79, Sim91].
Commerce [Kin02]. commercial [Coo11]. Commercialization
[MV05, Ben12, Ran10, SO17]. commercially [Pin15]. Commission
[Bru77, SG74a, Sko73]. Commitment [Nad83, RA96, Zin71]. Committee
[Bru77, PC84, Pop21, Shr04]. committees [Hed14]. Commodification
[Fis04]. commodities [WC16]. Common
[Mck99, Sha01, DS20, SMWCSC15]. Communicating [Huu12, Kru13].
Communication
[Bol04, CS00, CH75, Gar73b, Lew95, MM86, Nad83, Rib07].
Communications [WG74]. Communist [Hol81b, BFS95b]. Communities
[AQL94, KC82c, Bts22, KVA21]. Community
[Gas92, Gas95, Mir95, Mos79, Ves96, Wei94b, FM17]. Companies
[Dae98, Mir07, Foc16, WC18]. Company [Ras04, Jac75].
Company-Medical [Ras04]. comparable [Sch16]. Comparative
[AB80, BR79, Elz86, Kra89, Lon71, KGDLB+15]. Compare [Mat98].
Compared [Kir99]. Comparing [Cov85, OS05a, Par05, RB09].
Comparison [Cha99, IM85, Sch16, Tor83, Edm11, Jen20]. comparisons
Diachronous [Ano77p, Oro77a]. Diagnosis [And92, Eps98, KKKL21, Lev22, PJ17, Str11]. diagnostic [PP21].

Diagnose | A | B | C | D
----------|---|---|---|---
Diagnosis  |   |   |   |   
Diagnosing |   |   |   |   
Diagnoses  |   |   |   |   
Diagnosing |   |   |   |   

Diesel-Engine [Har94a]. Dietary [Gar97]. dieting [Mol13]. Difference [Aga06, Eps08, HR87, Mod00, Mor00, Sis10, Ple14]. Differences [Bij07, DC76, JS89, Mes88, FR11, Lez10]. Different [FR11, MM84b]. Differential [Coh86]. Differentiation [RJ76]. differently [yLL22].

Disaster [All07, Hil07, Sim07b, Bie18, LA19, Shr14, Wyl19]. Discarded [Mos16].

Disciplinary [CK83, CK05, Je03, SS94, Hui12]. Discipline [Bar03b, BL87, Lyn85, Mil03, AC22, Ell11, Nel13]. Disciplines [AA84, HP91, Whi76, GM78]. Disciplining [HP91, Lei14, Tho02]. Disclosed [SO17].


[MS14a]. **Embodied** [Bal95, Nis11]. **embodiment** [Ver12]. **Embodiments** [Mye08]. **Embryo** [Hab97, HH22, Mul93, Mul94, Mul95b, SK08, CL11]. **Embryonic** [Pra06]. **Embryos** [Kir99, Mul95a]. **Emergence** [Cha99, CG89, Gas84, GM78, Gol04, Lau90, Sho05, Shr00, Fau12, Law11]. **Emergency** [Dow88, Nur03, SS18]. **Emergent** [Bia22, Gor82]. **Emerging** [Byc22, Gor82]. **EMF** [Mer02]. **Eminent** [Del21]. **emotions** [SH19]. **Empire** [Bes20, Nic97, Red02, Lac16]. **Empirical** [Bur83, Col81b, RH85, Sle89b, LL13]. **Empiricism** [Lau82, Ken15, RG14]. **Employers** [Div90]. **Enacting** [BM14, GK16a]. **enactment** [Lev14]. **Enactments** [Pap21]. **Encounter** [Kim07, FLK+14]. **Enculturation** [RB01]. **End** [Ald98, Blo91b, Gil06, Sch86, Win02a, Smi17]. **End-to-End** [Gil06]. **Ending** [Ash96, Del05]. **Endlessly** [Lab95a]. **Endogenous** [Pin21]. **Enemies** [Col85d]. **Energy** [Cra80a, Dun85, Dun22, Hod83, IM85, KC95, Mat05, Pie80a, Sol85, LR20, RSH18, ST16, Sov10, SBH+20]. **Engagement** [HvL08, Jas96, AMT11, Bri14, IJJ13, NL18, VA16]. **Engagements** [Thé09]. **Engaging** [Cri96]. **Engine** [Bra92a, CB01, Här94a, Tor92, Mag17]. **Engineered** [Hog09]. **Engineering** [Bij07, Buc79, Div90, Edm02, ER78, Fau00, Fau07, For93, Gil06, GGJ07, Got95, Hor04, Kra89, Law87, Pre08, Sat07, Shi99, Sim99b, Sor93, TG86, Vin91, Bed14, KG12, RV22, SVS21, WB78, Wy00]. **Engineers** [Con89, Fle94, Gra07, Hor04, Por04, Mar20]. **Engines** [CB01, Zie19]. **England** [Jac75, O’R83, Div90, Don86, Lau84, Wri75]. **English** [Kis13, Car18, Far75, RS74, Zin71]. **ENGOs** [US20]. **Enhancing** [HvL08]. **enigma** [She20]. **Enlargement** [LS04]. **Enlightened** [Hed01]. **Enlightenment** [CS00, Ste90, da 22]. **Enquiry** [Boh89]. **Enrolling** [MB94]. **Enrolment** [CL82]. **Entstehung** [Hom90]. **Entanglement** [HFGP17]. **Entering** [Hol81a]. **Enterprise** [Hyy09, Ink58, Ink88, Ma19]. **entity** [Bre13]. **Entrepreneurial** [Jon09, Lam10a]. **Environment** [GB09, MC97, Tür73, Lap16]. **Environmental** [Ala09b, All07, CD84, CBLG23, Doe03, Eps09, Mat05, ML93, McD97, Mer22, MLC06, Nell71, Neve08, Tua72, Ver02, Yea02, Ben12, Car21b, Jee02, KH22, SV22, US20]. **Environmentalism** [Yea89b, Bro95]. **environments** [Car22, Tir18]. **Enzymes** [Mie98]. **EPA** [Man21]. **epidemic** [Gre16b, Oik17, SAC+20]. **epidemiological** [AB19]. **Epidemiology** [Bri14, Ré63, Shi05]. **Epigenetics** [DS19]. **Episode** [Mor88b]. **Epistemic** [Bal06, Doi04, Kl02, Ley91, Mar04, Nell13, Per04, Rei13, Eva22, Kan21, KH18, Pet17, WM17]. **Epistemological** [Dal91, Nuri03, Sol01a]. **Epistemologically** [Hen90]. **Epistemologies** [EM06, Kus10]. **Epistemology** [Bre97, Gor89a, Jas96, Kri78, Ml04a, DP21]. **Eponymy** [dB76]. **Epstein** [Sis10, Pic97]. **Equation** [Mac03c]. **Equatorial** [MD09]. **equivocation** [FLK+14]. **Era** [Ale08, Eps97, KLBK11, Rei21, WH21]. **Erasers** [Bar11]. **erasures** [Bar11]. **Eri** [dSP75]. **Ernest** [Blo77, Wes88]. **Erratum** [An091d, Ano96, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano12c]. **Error** [Der00, Jas01, Sti87, Ial21]. **errors** [AW19]. **Escape** [Das92, Eli00]. **Essay**
Experimentation [MB94]. Experiments [Blo91b, Col88, KC95, Bol18, Lau16]. Expertise [AS99, Blo00, CE02, Gor02, Joe94, Lew01, LC05, Moo10, Nel12, Rip03, Smi85, BL12, Car18, CB14, Hoo17, Huu12, Lyn14, Nis10, Pet15, RC15, RL16, Sni16, Tai19]. Experts [Cam85, Dre92, Hal98, KCBT07, Sle92, Tho02, Tur01c, SK13, WLBRS15].

Ree07, RB01, Wat02, AS16, AH11, Bor17, GK16b, Lac16, SF19. **Field-Sites** [Gie06b]. **Field-Workers** [Bix97]. **Fields** [MC97, KG12, Pet17]. **Fieldwork** [RB99]. **Fifty** [Dea12, sis12b]. **Fighting** [Dow07b, Wei10]. **Filling** [KdR19]. **Films** [Kir03, Kir10]. filter [Sil11]. **Final** [Pin99a]. **Finalization** [Pfe79]. **Finance** [Jab95]. **Financial** [Mac03c, Pre06, Del21, MB22, WC16]. **financing** [Bir23]. **Finding** [Mor86a]. **Findings** [Gil76, JM73, MK84]. **Findlay** [SN89]. **fine** [Bor17]. **Fingerprinting** [Col98]. **Finland** [Jau15]. **Fire** [Ano06c, Gus06, Hug06, Ans06]. **fires** [SAC + 20]. **Firing** [Ver02]. **Firm** [San72, Tuu05]. **Firmament** [Pri71]. **First** [Col96a, Eas73, Zie88, Zin71, WB78, Mac79, SG73]. **First-Year** [Eas73, Zin71]. **Fish** [Sch10, Car21b]. **Fisheries** [Bro89]. Fission [Hug80]. **five** [Sis12b]. **Fixation** [Str92]. fixes [LR20]. flashlight [KLW19]. **Flawed** [ABB + 08]. Fleck [ABB + 08, For94, FL88, Har86, Hed80b, Wei10]. **Fleet** [MS88a, MS88b]. **Fleron** [Hol81b]. **Flexible** [FG86]. flibanserin [Seg18]. **Flood** [Wet07, Jen20, Shr14]. floodgates [Sha20]. **Floor** [Ore03]. Flopping [vHVdW07]. Florida [Agr01]. **Floundering** [KCM97]. **Flounders** [GP97]. flow [BB17]. flows [VSS22]. flu [Lak17]. Fluid [Red16, dLM00]. Fluidity [Mor00]. Fluids [ML94]. **Fluoridation** [Mar88]. fluorinated [RCB18]. Fluidity [Mor00]. Fluids [ML94]. Fluoridation [Mar88]. fluorinated [RCB18]. **Flying** [Mod00]. FM [DH08]. fMRI [Ala08]. focus [Arn10, Pet17, Val10]. Focused [Mar05]. Folkestone [Hol81b]. Follow [Sch12]. Following [AB19, Eva22, Sha88, Mül95c]. Follows [Ash07]. Folly [Dis94, Lam06]. Food [Kli02, MM96, Yea01, Fro17]. Foot [Ful91]. **Footsteps** [Rob99]. Force [Cur94]. Forecasting [Ano71b, Mil76, Roc81, Dixo19]. Forensic [Bie18, Hal98, LJ98, PK09, Edm11, GDLB15, Kru13, LW10, Law13, Pot11, SMWCSC15]. Foreshin [Nor17]. Forest [KHIM10]. **Forestry** [Muk07a]. forests [Mat14]. Forget [Wel04]. Forgotten [Fra98]. Form [Cur94, Lyn85, SMWCSC15]. Formal [Kuc13, MM86, Nad83, Gre10]. Formalization [SBHY15]. formalizing [Lam10b]. format [Sil11]. Formation [Gra75, KC95, Shi05, Bak17, Bre13, Car12a, LD13]. Formatting [Kan22]. Former [Nes95]. Forms [Ash96, Col92b, Col94a, Wat90]. Formula [Bal06, MS14b]. Forsythe [HDS + 98, Fle94]. Fortes [Ves96]. Fossil [Col96a, Goo10]. fossilization [Hig21]. Foucault [Jah72]. Foundation [Agr91, Lin16, Yox84, AA82, Bar84b, Cue90, Fit86, Fue84, GKM75]. Foundations [Blo87, Len79, MCD76, Wat90]. fourth [Sch20]. fragile [Lak17]. Fragmentation [Law80, Mil81]. Fragmented [Wal00]. Frame [Ano77h, Sch88b, Smi09]. Frames [Dor89b, CKFS13]. Framework [BH03, Gor02, McC07, Mil78, SC18]. frameworks [SH17]. Framing [RDB03]. France [Gre10, Al98, BL87, BR79, Cha99, Fre90, Kra89, Muk07b, Pri12]. Francis [Ano77h]. Francisco [AB80]. Franco [Ano77j, Cro76, Gor77]. Franco-Prussian [Cro76, Gor77]. Frankenscience [Rob99]. Frankenstein [Rob99]. Franklin [Hic88]. Fraternity [Con89]. Fraud [Har81a, Pin79]. Fraught [ Tol99]. Frederic [Hol81b]. Freedom [Yea85]. Freire [Cro92]. French
[Gre10, Ste90, Cas09, CG89, Gra07, Hec96, Pop21, Pri12, Shi99, Som06a, dC09].

Germanies [SR72]. Germany [Mir07, Pfe79, PS77, Rob02, Tod92].
Gerontology [Boi18, Gerrylynn [Mos79]. Gesellschaft [Ril86]. Gestural
[Ala08]. Gestures [Col96b]. get [Jat17]. Getting [CB01, Gar99]. Ghost
[Lyn04d, AK99]. Ghosts [Bia22, McH09, Sis09a, Sis09b]. Gieryn
[Han84, Kro82]. Gilbert [Ano77m, Ha88]. Gilded [Rie15].
Giles [Nev80, OR83]. Ginsburg [Pic99]. Give [Har01, Wis01]. Giving
[Hay07]. Glasgow [SN89]. Globalization
[H˚ar94a, Kim07, Mat05, ML93, PW07, Pol14, Smit17, Abe13, Ben12, Cra10, CBL23, Law20b, WM17]. Globalization
[Lak04, Row12]. GM [Kli02, Lev01]. GMO [BL12]. Goals [FOC71]. Goes
[Rus83]. Goethe [BL94, Jac94]. Going [MS88b]. Gold [Car14]. Golden
[Per04, RH90, Wil91]. Good [Geu03, Son95, AC22, IJJ13]. Gooding
[Gor10]. Goodman [Old93]. Gopakumar [Row12]. gordo/paúis
[GDLB15]. Gordons [GDLB15]. Gorman [Ano77j, FR91, Lat92]. got
[VI17]. Gothic [Atk05]. Gould [She02]. Governance [BD11, Irw06, SFH12, ASS21, CBL23, Gus14, KH22, SS17a, Sch13, SZ11, Sti18, WM17]. Governing
[FFMW08, Pol20, Sha20, Th09, Hen18]. Government
[Hol81b, Jur85, Lex06, Lon71, DG17, SV22, Sma20]. Governmental
[Str11]. Guideline [Cas09, Kna13]. Guidelines [MO09, Fro12]. Guinea [MD90]. Guinean
[Str11]. GWP [CBL23]. gyneceology [BM19].

H [Ano77e, Del02, Mia99]. H. [Jas03a]. habitat [Car21b]. Habituating
Half-Life [Red02]. half-lives [KRR13]. Halfpenny [O’R83, PM89].
hallucinogenic [She20]. Hand [Ash05, Doi04]. Handberg [GH84]. Handle
[CB01]. hands [Fis18]. Hans [Vin99]. Happen [Wii88]. happened [Tur12b]. Happily
[Jas00]. Haraway [Crl90]. Harbor [Car21b]. Hard [Cam93].
hardback [Bld74, Out76]. Hardcore [Wak04]. hardcover [Luk75]. Hardest
[Chu82]. Hardin [Pin81a]. Harold [Lyn91c]. Harry [Doi11, Ash07]. Hart
[Har83a]. Harvard [Deo5, Fis10, Goo10, Ros10]. Harvest [Mil84].
Harvester [Rip91]. Harvesting [HJJ3]. Harvill [Hol81b]. Harwood
[Ano77j]. Hatice [Del02]. Haven [Rob99]. Hawking [Lyn14]. Hazard
Gie91, Goo10, Ham82, Jah72, Kir99, Mar04, MM98, Mul94, Mul95a, Nol92, OS05a, Pet15, Pra06, Twi05, BSB16, Eps21, FR11, HRI22, Hol22, Hoo17, Joh13, Jon17a, Mey22, Nei13, Pop21, Rad13, Reu12, Sni17, Str16, Rea01].


[Row12, Bha76, GS02, Hai19, Har83a, JS18, Pra05, Red75, SFP11]. Indian
[Bes20, Cho85, Mah14]. Indiana [AB80]. Indians [Jac75]. Indicator
[Nad83, SR72]. Indicators [SWB77b]. Indices [DC76]. Indy [HTB20].
Indifference [Dun74]. indigeneity [Tal13]. indigenization [Ler18].
Indigenous [Gar99, Ken13, KRR13, Kow13, Mar08b, She06, JS18].
indigestion [Bes20]. Individualism [Hut91, Sat07]. Indonesia [Smi14].
Inductivism [Blo77]. Industrial
[Bar71, Eri71, Hol81b, Lic89, MF95, Tew93, Ver88, Sch20]. Industrialisation
[Hol81b]. Industrialized [McC92]. Industry
[And88, Bur75, Don86, Eva10, Lam10a, MK84, MM98, Mühl95c, Ros93a, 
San72, Win02a, Win02b, Bes20, Byc16, Gar73a, HH22, VI17, Wad14].
ineffable [SC18]. Inequality [All80, SL91]. inequity [RS11]. Infant
[Huf86]. Infanticide [Ree01]. infection [BSB16]. Inference [Blo92, Nol92].
Inferences [TY85]. Infertility [Cus96, Ker00]. Influence
[Doc03, Hil74, Hut71, Son09, SH89, Vel90, Tor94]. influencers [Bia22].
Influences [Hea04]. Influential [HSP02]. influenza [MD20]. Informal
[Mar20, WG74, Zin71]. Informatics [Bea01]. Information [Blo91a, Har02a, 
Mac93, Smi09, Fro17, Rie15, TL18, VFWC15, Wes22, SAC20].
informational [Fro17, Jan18]. informs [AH11]. Structural
[Cal21, Mac03b, HJ23]. Infrastructure [Pin21, RP15b, Smi07a, Sim07b, 
Str16, Ben12, Car12b, FW17, Fro17, Ken17, Mos16, RP15a, SA22].
Infrastructures [Cha22, VT21, Gun20, Ure14]. Infrastructuring
[LD13, VSS22, Mic20]. Ingenious [MR73]. Ingrid [Del02]. Inhaber
[Ano77f]. inherently [Has12]. Initiative [Lic89, Pic19]. Initiatives
[Mc797]. injury [Hol22]. Inkster [Twe93]. Innovating [VA16]. Innovation
[AR02, Bal95, BS04a, Byc16, Ckm04, GH83, Gra75, Hac92, Hol74, LT92, 
Nor78, Rud96, Tor92, Bir23, Bra14, Gar13, God15, JS18, KLBKC11, Par22, 
P119, PJ17, PW10, Rot19, VSS22]. Innovations
[Leo10, Nic06, Sch90, Ver88, BD11, CS20]. Innovator [Nis95]. inquiries
[Goo18, LW10]. Inquiry [Lyn82, Mert02, O’R83, Rem88, Yea89a, Lat13].
Inscription [SBS+00]. Insect [Cri04]. insecticides [SK13]. Inside/
[Ash05]. inside [Dán20]. insight [Ell11]. Instability [Mil04a]. Institute
[LRC87, Mos79]. Institutes [Gra75, Lau84, SB77, Ano77q]. Institution
[Mos79, Ray86, Ber72, Ber08]. Institutional-building [Ber08].
Instrumental
[Abr93, GB09, Han86, Han82, Man93, Pal00, SK91, SR73, SG89].
institutionalization [Byc16]. Institutions [Blo04, Cla80, Moo10].
Instrumental [Blo00, DSJ19, Sl12]. Instrumentalized [Kus10].
Instruments [AB80, BS04a, CB01, Hin06, Sta02, dBTMV21]. insurance
[Jau15]. Integrated [CT89, Tur89c, Vis15]. Integration [Ake07].
Integrative [BH03, PP21]. Integrity1 [MO09]. Intellect [Ink88].
Intellectual [Kra72, Tor94, Woo76]. Intellectual-influence [Tor94].
Intelligence [Ano77o, Bra89, Cbl92b, CL89, For93, Har76, Har77, Kuk94, 
Wes77, Wes78, vK01, Ems12, SS91]. Intelligent [Gui98, Lam06].
Intelligentsia [Hol81b]. Intended [Wil91]. intensification [Smi17].


Izd [Rab76].


K. [Blo74]. Kampala [HHW+19]. Kantor [Mag78]. Kaplan [BCM76, Sal76]. Karen [Pin11]. Karl [Bim90, Nor78]. Karpf [Bru77]. Kass [Bri09]. Kathryn [Del05]. Katrina [Shr14, Sim07a]. Kava [Bak11]. Kay [Bro95]. Keech [CC77]. Keele [Nev80]. Keeping [Gre16a, de 02]. Kegan [Bar79, Blo77, Luk75]. Keith [FP03, LcaM82]. KEK [Hod83]. Keller [RS98b]. Kendall [Hol81b]. Kenne [Kro19]. Kenyan [GP09, PP22]. kernel [RP15a]. Kevels [Mos79]. Keynes [Mos79]. Keywords [Whi89]. khimii [Rab76]. Kicks [HH22]. killed [MS14b]. Killer [Sch10]. Kind [Hil86]. Kinder [Sto04a, Lyn04e]. King [CE03]. Kitty [Ial21]. Klapping [vHVdW07]. Kleinman [CLP91]. Knight [Mos79]. Knopf [Mir07, Mos79]. Knorr [GP97, Sis93a]. Knorr-Cetina [GP97, Sis93a]. Know [Col04b, Gie06a, Lyn98b, Van08, BL12]. Knowers [MR17]. Knowing [Bud98, Fle94, Par22, PK09, Stu07, Str11]. Knowledge [AA82, Ake07, All07, Bal06, Blo71, Blo74, Blo92, Blo96, Col86, Col98, Col74, Col82a, Col96b, Col01, Del83, DA01, Del71, EM00, Eps08, For93, Fre84, FL88, GP09, Gie92, Gil76, Gil86, Gor90, Gor06, Gus06, Har81b, Har86, Haw73, HP91, Hor04, HI10, Hug06, Jas97, Jas02, Jen07, Joy05, Kim94, Koc10a, Kus04b, Lin78, Luk75, Lyn94b, Lyn98a, Man78a, MS00, McD97, Mey77, Mil78, Mod01, Mul79, Mye85, Old90b, Oud90, Pal02, Pic90, PC84, Rad86, Sch72a, Sha01, Shi02, Sin96a, Sin96b, Sör93, Sto08, TJ85, Tur90, Tur77, Uch90].
Tur91, Vau99, Woo06, Yea90, Yox87, de 02, Bea10, BB17, BSB16, Col14, CC12, DU15, Doi11, Dur20, Elg22, Eva10, FLK†14, Foc16, FC12, Hed12, HH22, Hof15, LDM†16, Müü18, PT18, Pic13, Pol14]. knowledge
[iO18, Rei13, SS17a, SWM15, SH12, Tan21a, Tur12b, US20, VSS22, da 22, Sim91, Doi11, Kim94, Neve00, Ano77g, Sha04]. Knowledge-Making
[Mod01, Pol14]. Knowledge/Practice [Tur90]. Knowledge1 [Col89].
Koertge [Col99a]. Korea [Kim16, SFH12]. Korean [Kim07]. Kraken
[Mac99b, Mac00]. Kranzberg [Gie96]. Krause [Wri80]. Kuhn
[EHB†97, Col12, Ful12, Lyn12b, Nak12, Pic12, Pin97]. Kuhnian
[Bri72, Cra80a, Lam06, McD76, Pic80a]. Kuhnians [Pin97]. Kurt [AB80].
Kusch [Blo04, Sha04].

L [Col92b, Hol81b, dSP75]. Lab
[Hon08, Leo10, AC22, Cal21, Ros11, Yan22, Doi04]. label [Fro17]. labeling
[MD20, Sch13]. Labelling [Kli02]. Labinger
[Col95, Ful95, Hak95, Kei95, Lyn95a, Mar95, Sto95]. Labor
[Doi04, Løp22, LDM†16]. Laboratories
[Den87, Gie06b, Hut71, BL13, Wyl15, Wy119]. Laboratory
[Asd08, Har94b, Kim07, Lyn82, Lyn88, Sco91, Sim99b, Sim05, Woo82, dB09, Hen18, PPM20, SO17, Sut84, VP98, vK01]. Labour
Laetrile [PM79]. Lamont [Fis10, Ros10]. Lampert [Hol81b]. Lamto
[Lac16]. Lancers [Har83a]. Land [GGJ07, PT18, Pic99, Rei80].
Land-Grant [GGJ07]. Landlords [Gre22]. Landowners [Ver02].
Landscape [SK08]. landscapes [BFW14]. Lane [O’R83]. Language
[BV95, Col95, Cri05, Mye91, Por04, Rik07]. Large [MB81, McC00, KHM10].
Large-Scale [MB81]. Larissa [Ves96]. Larry [Bar79]. Laser [CH75]. Last
[Gie82a, Lat86]. late [Kus10, Pop21, Ale08, Don86, Lai84]. Latent
[Col98, Rad13]. Later [Cam93, BJ12]. Latin
[Bri14, Cuc89, Ves87, WLBRS15]. Latina [Lòp22]. Latina/o/e [Lòp22].
Latour [Sis22a, Aro10, CG92, Ful12, Koc10b, Lyn12b, Mia12, Rii08, Row05, Sch12, Sch88b, Sco92, Tre13]. Latourian
[SBS†00]. Laudan [Bar79, Ste87].
Laughter [FLE97]. launch [Sim10]. Law
[BB76, EM00, Edm02, Fun12, Ger95, LJ98, Pot11, Ram02, Van83, Yea85, Coo19, DSJ19, Edm11, Pic13, AdSPG†76, MM82, Bar90]. Law-Science
[EM00]. Lawrence [Sut84]. Laws [Far75]. Lay [KCBT07, Shi05]. Layer
[Har03]. Lead [CD84]. Leadership [Har03, MM81]. Leading [Zie88]. leaf
[Sch15]. Learn [Dol75, CS17]. Learning [Sol85, Tra81, Sti18, US20]. Leave
[Lat86]. Lectures [Blo91c]. Lederman [Del02]. Leeds [Out76]. Left
[Ash05]. Left-Hand [Ash05]. Legacies [MD09, Hal19, KKL21]. Legacy
[FS93, Man93, Sol01b, HRI22]. Legal [Edm02, Gol04, Swa07, Joh18]. Legalization
[Ful06, Sol92]. Legends [WCC99, Rek14]. legislation [Fau12]. Legitimacy
[Agr01, McL15]. Legitimate [Cho13]. legitimating [Jeo19]. Legitimation
[RH96, SM97, Sud22]. Legitimization [Melt]. Leicester
Nerve [Bal06]. Nervous [Law84]. Netherlands [BR79, RB75]. Network
[Ala09b, KHM10, Say14, Thø4, FM17, Lag12, PI19]. Networking [IL99].


O [GM78, EM83b, Lóp22, Doi04]. Obesity [GDLB15, Gre16b]. Obituary [Bal10, Blo03, Blu09, FPM03, Gor08, Gor10, RD08]. Object [Ala20b, Lez06, Luc01, Lyn88, Mie98]. Objectification [Cus96]. Objective
Objectivity [And13, Bea01, CKSW09, Das92, Dov74, Hog09, MMB09, GL21, Kis13].
Objects [Kai06, SG89, Sun07]. Obscure [Nis95]. Observation [Pin85].
Observational [Pin85]. Observations [Cho85, Ink85, Jef03]. Observer [Sch88b].
Observing [Ree01]. Obtainable [O’R83]. Obvious [Gra07].
Occupational [RJ76]. Ocean [MB81, Lea18]. Oceanographers [PKS88].
Oceanographic [Ore03]. oceanography [Sun11]. Ochre [Goo10].
October [Lyn11c, Sis22a]. Oehler [Pot87]. Off [Bur75, Wyn96].
Oil [Bow85, Con89, Tan91a]. OJ [Lyn98a]. Oil [AA84]. Old [Gen03].
olfactory [Ala20a, Ala20b]. Olga [Blu09]. Omnibus [DU15]. on [Wie17].
oncogene [SA22]. Oncology [Cas09, Mur13]. One [Ben12, Dea74, Hir94, Mul84].
One-Act [Mul84]. Ones [HSP02]. online [BTS22, KH18, Sil11].
Ontography [Lyn13]. Ontological [BS98, CK05, KK03, Kis13, Leo10, PWD07, Sut84, Wol95, Hed14, MS14a, MB22, SV22].
Ontologies [Bal95, Gus06, Hug06, Hyy09, MO09, SM97, SG73, Sch94, Shr00, Pan11, PC12, PW10, US20]. Organized [Hut71]. Organizing [KK03, RP15a, Ger95]. orientation [WE15]. Origin [Mar96b, Ros81, dB72].
Originality [Dir99]. Originally [Gre10]. Origins [Arm09, CM09, Hil81b, Hop79, Mos79, Nor78, ST97, Wil91, Ple14, SA22].
Orleans [Sim07a, Wet07]. Oromaner [Ano77p]. Orphan [Kow93].
Orthodoxy [KK03]. Oswald [AB80]. Other [Her07, Law81, Mar95, PB84, PK09, Pra05, Pra09, CS20, Lyn04d, WC99].
Ottawa [AB80]. Otters [GR08]. Our [MIS5, Roc81, Jat17]. Outcome [Lan01b]. Outcomes [Vin91]. Outer [Bur92, Red02]. Outline [Her07].
Outsider [Del87, Wer71]. outsides [Dan20]. Ovario [Woo06].
Ovario-Hysterectomy [Woo06]. Overflow [Hil07]. Oversimplification [Bar98]. Overthrown [Win02b]._ovonic [GK72]. Owen [Bar03a, Blo03, Bow03, Coll03, Elz03, Fux03, Jas03b, Lat03, Mac03d, Pin03, Shr03]. Own

Q [Col01]. Quality [Bru77, IP76, Lin78, MM75, Pre80, KH19, Mor19]. Quantification [Hag99, Por92b]. Quantitative [Ell75, Fra88, GW74, KSW82, Len79, MM86, PN87, Ste86, WD97]. quantity [Mor19]. Quantum [Bru80, Cro91, Har81b, GL21, Pin11]. Quarks [RB90a]. Quarterly [SS17b]. Quasi [KC82c]. Quasi-Economic [KC82c]. Quebec [CLP90, ER78]. Queries [Por77]. Query [Bar82]. Question [Mac86, MM84b, MG82b, WL15]. Questioning [Bri08, Hill74]. Questions [Dea74, FDR08, MM96]. Quiet [Mac99a].

Lin16, LRC87, LC99, MK84, Mag75, MS00, MB81, Mel07, Mie98, Mir99, MV05, MO09, Mor82, MF95, Mul71, Mul94, Mul95a, Mul95b, Mül95c, OS05a, Ore03, Oud90, Pra06, Pra05, Pre80, Ron78, Ros77, Rou17, San72, Sch95, Sch90, Shr00, Sma77, Smi14, Som06b, Sta83, Ste78a, SK08, Wei74b, WG06, Whi75b, dC09, vK01, Avi15, BM14, CL11). \textbf{research} [DH15, Dav20, Day18, FFB11, FR11, GB16, GL21, Gu23, HHW+19, Hed12, Hed14, Heg16, HR12, Hof15, HL10, Htu12, Jac19, KH10, Lan20, Leo12, May19, Mcl15, Mon12, Pan11, PC12, PH11, PW19, PPM20, Reu12, RP15a, RCB18, RS11, SFH12, Sov10, SS17b, WLBRS15, Yan22, Sis10]. \textbf{researcher} [AGKL+15, VFWC15]. \textbf{Researchers} [MRL01, Foc16, Rit16]. \textbf{Researching} [Jun23, Yea90]. \textbf{Resentment} [Yea85]. \textbf{Reservations} [War71]. \textbf{Reserve} [Den85]. \textbf{Reserves} [Bow85]. \textbf{reservoir} [AH11]. \textbf{reshapes} [PH11]. \textbf{Resistance} [Dun74, RC16, Sma20]. \textbf{Resolution} [Rap01]. \textbf{Resonance} [Joy05, Pra05, Pra07]. \textbf{Resource} [PT18, RS89a, Idl15, Snc12]. \textbf{Resources} [Ezr71, Fra79, GT93, Mar88, Mer02]. \textbf{Respondents} [Sle89a]. \textbf{Responders} [Lab95a]. \textbf{Responding} [Sch10]. \textbf{Response} [Ano99a, Bar91, Bar98, Blo98a, CG92, Col85a, Col92a, Col95, Dal91, Dre92, Ede96, Fee00, Fle94, Fox94, Fra88, Ful95, GP97, Gie92, Gor91a, Hak95, Han84, Hir94, Kan87a, Ke95, Ke98, Kle91, Lau87, Mar95, Pin99a, Pin99b, Pot87, Rad98b, Rus86, Sch88b, SS99b, Sha04, Sim07a, Sis93a, Sto95, Sul99, Tay95, Wei94a, Wo94, Wyl03, CE14]. \textbf{Responses} [CE03, Elg22, Yea01, McL15]. \textbf{Responsibilities} [Wet07]. \textbf{Responsibility} [Ano77l, GB09, MK10, Neb77, RB75, Sch10, Kru13, Mey22]. \textbf{Responsibilization} [KBRB19]. \textbf{responsible} [Elg22, da22]. \textbf{Restoration} [GR08, Hmu82, Jac78, MM81, Ste90, LDR10]. \textbf{Restrain} [Kid88]. \textbf{result} [AW19]. \textbf{Results} [BH97, MM75, RB01, Ste87, Sun11]. \textbf{Resuscitation} [Tim96]. \textbf{rethink} [Skr16]. \textbf{Rethinking} [Hou01, Sol01a, Wra05, Zie19]. \textbf{Retraction} [DGC18]. \textbf{retractions} [AW19]. \textbf{Retreat} [Gie82b]. \textbf{Retreats} [KC82a]. \textbf{Retrieval} [Wei74a, Wei74b]. \textbf{retrosect} [Lan20]. \textbf{Revealing} [Mer96]. \textbf{Revelation} [Col07]. \textbf{Revenger} [Del02]. \textbf{reversed} [Cho13]. \textbf{Review} [Abr91, Alb80, Alb95, All76, AB80, Ano77d, Ano77g, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77i, Ano77h, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano96c, Ash05, Ash07, Atk05, Bar79, Bar84a, Bar90, Blo71, Blo74, Blo77, Blo91b, Bra04, Bri08, Bro95, Bru77, Buc75a, Car05, Col7, Cor94, Cri10, Day08, Dea74, Dea95, Del03, Doi11, Edm11, Elz04, Eps09, Fis10, For99, Fox83, Ful94b, Gar73a, Gel90, Ger95, Gie06a, GM78, GW74, Gin10, Goo10, Gor90, Gre10, Hag94, Har94b, Har83a, Hir10, Hol81b, Hom90, Huy09, Irw94, Jah72, Jen07, Kim94, Kuk94, Lau01b, Lat08, Lau90, LP11, Luk75, Mae07, Mah79, Mir07, MC79, Moo10, Mor94, Mos79, Nev80, O’R83, Old88, Pa94, Pin11, Pra09, Pre08, dSP75, Rav74, Ree06, Rei06, Rip91, Rob99, Ros10, Row12, Rud82, Rus94, Sch94, Sch72b]. \textbf{Review} [Sis10, Ste90, Sto08, SS91, Tan08, Tew93, Twi05, Ves96, Wal82, Wei90, Wei94b, Wei03, Wes88, Wri80, Wya07, DJS19, Hed12, Htu12, Kdr19, Mar17, Tai91, Baz84]. \textbf{Reviewing} [Day08, Wie17]. \textbf{Reviews} [Del05, Haw73, Hol73, IG02, Kea73, Out76, Pfe71, Pri71, Rab76, SS91, Tua71].
revision [Eps21]. Revisited
[CC77, Col88, For99, Jen07, Kea73, Kus04b, LSW95, Mil09, PN87, Szo92].

Reviving [AQK15]. Revlin [Gor91a]. Revolution
[Fra76, Har94b, Nic84, Pal71, Sol01a, Tha89, War71, Wis01, Sch20, Ste90].

Revolutionary [Gra75, Sch20, WSB79]. Revolution [Bay83]. Richard [Gin10, She20].

Rewards [Gor84]. Rewriting [Mye95]. Rezeption [Bay83]. RFID [Sim10].

Rhetoric [Alb80, God97, Mer02, Mod00, Seg18]. Rhetorical [GHR00].


[Abr93, AS99, Bij07, Dav20, GEJ79, Hac05a, Irv94, Rob02, Sim07b, TL00, Yox87, dMdF98, AB19, Jan18, KBRB19, Lak17, Man21, MB22, Nor17, Sah12].

Risk [Abr93, AS99, Bij07, Dav20, GEJ79, Hac05a, Irv94, Rob02, Sim07b, TL00, Yox87, dMdF98, AB19, Jan18, KBRB19, Lak17, Man21, MB22, Nor17, Sah12].

Rise [Arm22, Eps08, LM80, Mos79, Pyc93, San78, Sch90, vLR98]. Risk-scores [AB19]. risk-stratified [KBRB19]. Risks
[Abr93, AS99, Bij07, Dav20, GEJ79, Hac05a, Irv94, Rob02, Sim07b, TL00, Yox87, dMdF98, AB19, Jan18, KBRB19, Lak17, Man21, MB22, Nor17, Sah12].

Rise [Arm22, Eps08, LM80, Mos79, Pyc93, San78, Sch90, vLR98]. Risk
[Abr93, AS99, Bij07, Dav20, GEJ79, Hac05a, Irv94, Rob02, Sim07b, TL00, Yox87, dMdF98, AB19, Jan18, KBRB19, Lak17, Man21, MB22, Nor17, Sah12].

risk-scores [AB19]. risk-stratified [KBRB19]. Risks
[Mir07, MLC06, Wet07, vEG91]. Risky [Hen07]. Ritual [Lyn88, O’R83].

Ritual [Lyn88, O’R83]. Risk [Abr93, AS99, Bij07, Dav20, GEJ79, Hac05a, Irv94, Rob02, Sim07b, TL00, Yox87, dMdF98, AB19, Jan18, KBRB19, Lak17, Man21, MB22, Nor17, Sah12].

Road [Ber08, Leo10]. Roads [Del93]. Robert [Hol81b, Mos79, TS00, Boh91, Chr88, Gar04, Jas03a, Lau90, PN04, Ric04, Sha84]. Roberts [Mos79].

Roberts [Mos79]. Road [Ber08, Leo10]. Roads [Del93]. Robert [Hol81b, Mos79, TS00, Boh91, Chr88, Gar04, Jas03a, Lau90, PN04, Ric04, Sha84]. Roberts [Mos79].

Robert [Hol81b, Mos79, TS00, Boh91, Chr88, Gar04, Jas03a, Lau90, PN04, Ric04, Sha84]. Roberts [Mos79].


Robinson [Bar79, Blo76, Bly01, Del02, Hyy99, Luk75]. Rover [Ver12]. Roy [GM78, Nev08, Out76, Sch02]. Royal
[AQL94, Mos79, Ber72, Jac75, MM81, dB72]. Rs [Har83a]. Rudd [Blo77].

Rudolf [Hom90]. Ruhr [Tod87]. Rule [Blo04, FR91, Kus04b, Sha04]. Rules [Col82a, Hac84, Jon09, Wyn88]. Rupture [Hec02]. Rupture-Talk [Hec02].

Ruse [Lyn06b]. Russell [Ano77k, PB86]. Russia
[Byc16, Gap95, GB09, Zie88]. Russian [Hol73, Mir95, Tor94].

S [Bru77, EHB+97, Nev80, Mir18, Sin98]. S&TS [Del02, Pin95, WC99]. Sacred [JL72]. Sacrifice [Lyn88]. Safe [Sim05, Gre16a]. Safety
[Del83, Hyy06, Bak11, BM19, Car14, JZ12]. Saga [Lew89, Tim94]. Sagas
[OS05b]. Sagasti [AB80]. Sage [Nev80, Eva22]. Said [Gor91c]. Salaam

Santa [Bru77, Del05]. SAP [Hyy09]. Sapphire [Col01]. satellite [Ben12]. satellite-based [Ben12]. Satisfaction [Her03b]. Satisfactions [LM75]. Sauce [RA96]. Savannah [Car21b]. save [Par22]. Saves [Row05]. Saving [Tim96]. say [BL13, Say14]. Says [Ful91]. SBPC [Bot90]. scaffolds [Nel13]. scalable [Sta18]. Scale [LS04, MB81, Pot11, Sch94, WN22]. Scaling [Yan05, PLPS22]. Scans [Joe99b]. Scandal [Lyn95a, Goo18]. Scandalous [Jen07]. Scandals [Mat14]. Scans [Ala08]. Scarlet [Doi04]. Scenarios [Gun20]. Scene [Cho85, Col94b, Lor17]. Scepticism [Blo04, Kus04b, Sha04]. Schaffer [Pin99c]. Scheduled [Hac92]. Schism [Pow01]. Schizophrenia [Hed01]. Schlumberger [Bow87]. Scholarly [Boh04, Kid88, War74, Fis10]. Scholarship [WP74]. Scholarly [Hut91]. School [All97, ER78]. Schull [Hsu13]. Schultes [She20]. Schuster [Kel89]. School [And08, HH83, JLM73, McC88, NK14a, Sol85, Lau13, Far75, SN89]. Schools [All97, ER78]. Schwarz [Rip91]. Science [Abr94, AR02, Abr91, All76, AB95, ABB+08, AB80, And92, Ano77c, Ano77e, Ano79, Ano05c, Ano09a, Ano16b, Atk87, Aud01, Bak17, BFS95a, Bar82, Bar85b, Bar87, Bar90, BA12, BPB06, Bay83, Bea77, Ber95, Blo75, Blo93, Bohl, Bot90, BL87, Bre97, BR79, Bru77, Bur83, Bur75, CLP90, CLP91, Cam04, CS00, CB01, CB97, Cha99, CT89, Cho85, Chu75, Col04a, Col85b, Col82a, Col85c, Col87, Col99a, Col99b, CE02, Col07, Con89, Cor94, Cow95, Coz85, Cro76, Cur94, Day08, Dea74, DNTS08, Del87, Del02, Del05, Den87, Dic00, Dir99, Dol71, Don86, Dor89b, Dro93, Dug87, Dun78, Eas73, EM00, Edm02, Edw94, EMB+11, ER78, Elz04, Eva97, ELR21, Ezr71, Far75, For89, FNC77, Fra76, Fra88, FG73, Fre84, Fre90, Fri84, Ful94b]. Science [Ful06, Gue03, Gie82a, Gie82b, GHS3, GW74, God07, Gol79, Gor82, Gor91a, Gor91b, Gra85, GSSD74, GKM75, GHR00, Gum90, Gus99, Hag99, Hak95, Ham92, Han86, HMH80, HH83, Har92, HvL08, Hed98b, Hed08a, Hed06, Hen90, Hen00, Hes87, Hic87, HP91, Hi00, Hik74, Hol73, Hol74, Hoi81b, Hou01, Hug86, Hun82, Ink88, Ink91, JE75, Jan04, Jas87, Jas95, Jas96, Jas00, Jas02, Jas03a, Job89, Job94, JLM73, Jon09, KS79, KV15, Kim07, Kir03, Kle91, KC82a, KC82c, Kra72, Kre71, Kre73, Kri78, KP85, Kro82, Kwa87, Kwa05, Lab95b, LS04, Lag07, Lat86, Lau84, LMR10, Law73, Law97, Lei75, Len79, Lev84, Lin80, LC99, Lon71, Lor08, Low98, LW75, LJ98, Lyn94e, LC05, ML91, Mac86, Mac99a, MM86, Mane07, Mag07, Mah14, MM88]. Science [Mar08a, Mar06a, Mar96b, Mar97, Maz77, McC07, McC88, McC92, MC71, Mel03, Mel09, Mer96, Mer98b, MKC97, Mia99, Mil84, Mil04b, Mii95, Mii95, Mii95, Mod01, MR73, Mor73, Mos79, Mul74, Mul84, MP87, Mul95a, MM81, Mul73, Mye90, Nan72, Nel08, Nev80, Nis95, O’R83, Old90a, Pan80, Par88, Per89, PM79, PC84, PB84, PB6, Pin92, Pin95, Por92b, Pra05, dSP71, RELSR79, Rad92, RH96, Ram02, Ras98, Ree01, Ree07, Rei80, Rem88, RS89a, Ric04, Rip79, Ripo3, RP16, Rob99, Roc74, Ron78, Ros93b, Rot05, Row05, Sag73, Sal71, Sch88a, SG74a, Sch88b, ST79, Sch87, Sha72, SB77, Sha80, Sha01, SK91, She06, She02, Shi05, Shi02, Shl00, Shr04, Shr05, Sim99a, Sim78, Sim79]
Sim05, Sis12b, Sko73, Sla07, STM+08, SS94, Sol01a, Sol01b]. Science [Som06a, SR73, SRM76, SR77, Ste99, Ste78a, Ste78b, Ste90, Sto95, Sto04a, SS17b, SWB77a, SWB77b, Sut84, Swa07, Tan08, TG86, Tim94, Tur89c, Tur03, Urb82, Van83, Vas15, Vel90, Ver02, Ves87, Vog06, Wal75, War74, WP73, Wes78, Wes79, Wes86, WSB79, Whi75a, Whi89, WB78, Wil91, WG74, WHBM02, Wos81b, Wos13, Wos75, Wyn92a, Yea85, Yea89a, Yea99b, Yea99, Yon94, Zio00, Zin71, Zin76, vK01, vLSvESW98, ASS21, Ano16a, Bar23, BTS22, BL13, BKK21, Bor17, Bro15, CS17, Cot14, CEW17, Cra10, Dav21, DGC18, Doi11, Dur11, Edm11, Elg22, Eva22, FFB11, Gar73a, GK16b, Gre16a, Gre16b, Gu23, HHW+19, Hof15, Hoo17, Idl15, Joh13, KBvLA22, KH18, KH22, KG12, KVA21, Kow13, Lap16, Law11, LPPKL12, Lyn11a, Man21, Mir18]. science [NK14a, Pan11, PD19, Par22, Pet17, PP21, Pol14, Pop21, P$^+$17, Ran17, RCB18, RS11, RP15b, Sab14, SV22, SS17a, SMWCS15, Sha16, SDL+14, Skr16, Sma20, Smi14, SBHY15, Waz13, WL13, Yai19, da22, dBMV21, Mer02, Alb95, AB80, Ano77n, Ano77q, Bay83, Bha76, Bru77, Dea95, Del05, Elz80, Hol81b, Moe07, Ota71, Out76, dSP75, Tew93, Ano77b, Con79, For99, Gor90, Dan20, Hag94, Irw94]. Science- [Kra72]. science-in-the-making [dBMV21]. Science-Lay [Shi05]. Science-state [Bak17]. Science-Technology [Bar82]. Science-the [Hol74]. Sciences [Ada02, AC88, Bru77, Clo01, Clo03, Coz85, Den03, Doe03, Hud73, Rud82, Sis09a, SBS+00, Smu01, Day18, FC12, Jea10, Reu12, Scha12, SC18, CG89, Jah72, Ma19, Ne80, Pra00, Sim95, Pal94]. Scientific [AA84, Abr93, AS99, AB91, All80, Ami74, AB80, AC88, Bar79, dBB76, Bla76, Blö71, BW83, Bra89, Buc75b, Cle86, Col74, Col89, Col96b, Cue90, Del08, DC76, Doi04, Doi74, DB85, Dun74, DYS+05, Eps98, Ere04, Fou97, Gas92, Gas95, Gas90, GK72, Gic92, GM78, Gil76, GM82, GR08, GSSD74, Gun05, Hac05b, Ham86, Ham82, HV93, Haw73, Her07, HP91, Hin06, Hof79, Hon08, In85, IM85, Irw06, J589, Kin91, Kim07, Kir03, KC82c, Koc10a, Kopp79, Kus04b, Kyv90, Lus81, LW82, LB05, Lev79, Lin78, Lub81, Lyn82, Lyn85, Lyn88, Lyn94b, MM82, Man93, MS00, McD97, MD09, Mer02, Mes88, MV05, Mir95, MvR85, MO09, Mos79, Mul76, MG82a, MG82b, Ne80, Nor78, Now87, Old90b, Pal71, Pal90, Pic94, Pin81b, PC84, Pin85]. Scientific [Pra05, Pyc93, RJ76, Roc81, Roc74, RS74, Ron78, Rub79, SM97, Sch86, SG73, Sch90, Sha04, She02, Shr84, SCG01, Shir04, Sim91, Sin96a, Sin96b, Sin12b, Sle98b, SG74b, Sma77, SBS+00, SS94, Sol92, SR72, Sta83, Sta85, SL91, Tho02, TJ85, Ton91, Vau99, Ves96, WD97, WB96, War71, Wei74b, Wei73, Wei94b, Whi76, Woo74, Wos76, Wos15, Wri70, Yea90, Yea92, dBMV21, kV01, Bia22, BSB16, BL12, Bru15, Car21a, Cho13, Dav11, Eva10, Fro12, GKL16a, HR21, Hoe19a, KR11, KLBC11, LC13, May19, Mcl21, RA22, Riv16, Str16, Sup14, VFVC15, dBMV21, Luk75]. Scientism [Lyn04c]. Scientist [Ami74, Cam93, Ell75, KMH83, Lam10a, Mali79, MP87, Mul84, Ras04, She02, Son95, Ves96, Wes88, dG75, ASS21, AW13, BL13, Vis15]. Scientists [And08, Ano05c, Bot90, Cam03, Del05, FS93, Fox83, FS01, Fox05, Fui94a, GT72, Gar73b, GB09, GR86, GS02, Her03a, Her03b, Hil74, Hol81b, Hut71,
Inh77a, Inh77b, JS89, Lam10a, Lev79, Mac79, MJM77, MR17, Nel71, Nel77, Pat83, RB75, Rud77, Sha88, Sil74, Son09, Tor83, Tor94, TY85, VK84, Ver02, Wer71, AS16, Cra10, Law13, Lin16, SV22, Ano77f, Ano77l, Dow88]

Scientometric [Rab76]. Scientometrics [God07, SM93a]. Scope [Vin91].

scores [AB19]. Scotland [BJ12]. Screening [CC98, SM93b, KBRB19, TL11]. Screw [Pot87]. Scripts [Tim96, WE15].


Sea [Ore03, Van83, CC12, Var20, dB09]. Sea-Floor [Ore03]. Seamless [Hug86]. Search [Ash07, Bru77, Col99c, Del05, Gom02, Ley91, Mag17, Lev22, Zie19]. seas [PH14]. Seasing [Vin91]. seasick [Wyn03]. Seawalls [Muk07b].


Seminar [Eas73]. Semiotic [Wag09, AMT11]. semiotics [dBtMV21].


separation [SBHY15]. September [Blo03]. sequencing [Tim15]. Serbian [Jan18]. Serious [Gar99]. Servants [Her03a]. Service [Blo91a, Mul72].

sessions [WC18]. Set [Col74, Col88, MB94, Pin81b]. Sets [Hed06]. Setting [Proc12, AR02]. Settings [Har02b, Eng20]. Settle [Mal98]. settlers [Ler18].

Seven [Col81a]. Seventeenth [Dea92, Wri75]. Seventeenth-Century [Wri75]. Sewage [Van08]. sewing [Jun23]. Sex [Gri18, Oud90, Seg18, Avi15, Pap21, Ple14, Sud22]. sex-assignment [Sud22].

Sexes [Col81a]. sexism [BL13]. Sexual [Eps21, Fis04, Seg18]. sexualities [WE15]. Sexuality [JM73]. Seymour [Blo77]. Shading [Ar07, Spa20]. Shaper [Sin96a]. shape [Del16, NL18, PW10]. shaped [Lev22]. Shapin [Ano77q, Nev80, Pin99c]. Shaping [AVW06, Ano77a, Cle66, Bau12, fre0a, HM03, MS88a, MS88b, MG92, Ros77, Ver88, Vin95, Yea90, Jan15, Gor90].


Shifts [Bea10, McD76, MO09, Sin96a]. Shigeru [dSP75]. Shils [Tur95b].
signatures [KLJK11]. Significance [Pin85]. Signing [Wyn96].
Signing-Up [Wyn96]. Signs [Bel20, Sha97]. Silent [Gol04]. Similarities [JS89]. Simon [Col91, Ful91, Gor91c]. Simmonton [GH84]. Simple [Col92b].
simplification [Sta83]. Simply [Hea07]. Simpson [Jas98, Lyn98a].
six [Gom02]. Sixty [RCB18]. Skepticism [Blo98b, iO18]. Sketch [Gin10].
Skill [And92, Law97]. Skills [Yea92]. Sky [Law20a]. Slaying [Mac99b, Mac00]. sleep [HLRK14]. Slezak [Col91, Col92a, Ful89b].
Social [AWN06, Ala09a, AB95, And08, Ano71b, Ano79, BA12, Blo85, Bow85, BL87, Bre97, Bro95, Cam03, CT89, Col81a, Cro00, Den87, Dol74, Eas73, Edw94, Elz86, Eva97, Fou97, Gar97, GB09, GM03, Goo10, Ham82, Hec96, Hil74, Hof79, Hol82b, Hou01, Ink88, Joh89, Joh84, Joh85, KS79, Kel89, Kim94, KC95, Kra89, Kra72, Lat86, Law87, LM80, Lei14, Low89, LW75, Mac78a, Mac78b, MG92, MBB00, Mar08a, Mar96a, Mar97, MS00, MD76, Meh80, Mi84, ML94, MPA87, MM81, Mul73, Mye85, Nev80, Not78, Old90b, Old90a, Pw95, Pan80, PT72, Pb84, Pow01, RS89a, RS89b, RB75, Rip91, Ron78, Ros93a, Ros10, Rus86, SM97, Sat07, Sau04, Sch88b, Sha80, Sha01, Sim79, Sim05, Sis93b, Sol85, SH89, Tra81, Ver88, Ves87, Vin91, Wat90]. Social [Wei90, Wes77, Wes78, Wes79, Wes89, Woo81b, Yea89b, dMDF98, vLR98, AOK15, AMT11, Arm19, Arm22, DPP+20, Del21, Dur11, EM06, Ens12, Gu23, Hin14, Jon17b, KHM10, Leh18, iO18, Sab14, Sol01a, Sti18, Vis15, Mos79, Con79, Dan20]. Socialism [Bay83, Hol81b]. sociability [Tol19].
Socialization [Wy19]. Socially [Gor82]. Societal [Mir95, Yea01]. Societies [Lev79]. Society [Alt76, Aud91, Bot90, Con89, Edn02, ER78, ELL75, FL88, Gap95, GP09, Hag99, Hol73, Hol81b, Lau84, Nev80, OR83, Pin92, dSP75, Rii86, Rip79, DB72, DSJ19, Jac75, MM81, Sha72, Bar84a, AQL94, Irw94]. Socio [CK85, CG92, Car90, EES96, Gra85, Hal06, Hed10, Hol81b, LMT92, Pre06, Sch90, Sco92, Ste78a, Fuk16, Tai19]. Socio-Cultural [Hol81b]. Socio-Economic [Ste78a]. Socio-political [CK85, Gra85].
Socio-Psychological [Sch90]. Socio-Technical
[CG92, EES96, Hal06, LMT92, Pre06, Sco92, Car09, Hed10, Fuk16, Tai19].
Sociobiology [Alb80]. Sociohistory [Mac99b]. Sociological
[Ano77o, Ano77p, Fre90, Ful90, GM78, Gin10, GHR00, Har76, Har77, Law81,
Luk75, Mul71, Nev80, Ola96, Oro77a, Oro77b, Res82, RB90b, Whi75a, 
Woo89, Zil00, Jas95]. Sociological/ [Jas95]. Sociologist
[KC93, Wes86]. Sociologists [Nic90]. Sociology
[AA84, Ano77g, Blo92, Blo96, Boh04, Col04a, Col82a, Col89, Coz85,
Del87, Der00, Dol71, Dor89b, Dug92, Fre84, FL88, Gie82a, Gie82b, Hag94,
Har86, Hen90, Her07, HP91, Kim91, Kim94, KC82a, Koc10a, Kro82, Kus04b,
LR08, Len79, Lin94b, Lyn98a, Mac78a, Mac93, MS00, Mey77, Mil78, 
Mor88b, Mul79, Mul84, Mye90, PB84, PB86, Rud82, Sha04, Sim91, Sin96b, 
Ste78b, Wri80, Gre10, Whi75a]. Sociotechnical
[Bow96, LR20, Sis20b, Joh18, Sch20, SMA20, ST16, SH17, Uru22]. Software
[BS08, Edw94, Hyy09, Mac03b, PWD07, Coo11, Hyy09]. Soil
[AC88, dlB15]. Solar
[Dun85, Jan18]. soldier [Wag13]. Solla
[Ano83b, Mac84]. Solomon
[Hol81b]. Solution [RB01].Solving
[BS08, Tan21b]. Somatization [HL19]. Some
[Ano77k, Bow93, Cla80, DC76, FG86, Hal88, 
HH83, Lew72, Mag90, MM76, Mos77, Mul71, MG82a, Pfe79, Pin97, 
Sha01, Sin93b, Ste78, Wei74b, Wil73, Mal98, Gra98, MG82b]. Somerville
[Del05]. Sometimes [Cam93]. Sommer
[Goo10]. Son [Col81a, AB80]. sonification [Sup14]. Soothsaying
[Eva97]. Soraya [Mae07]. Sort
[KCM97]. Sorting [Sis16b, Lei14]. Sound
[Bij01, Hor04, PB04, Por04]. Sound-Recording
[Por04]. Sounding [ML93]. Sounds
[Bru15, Bra04]. Source
[HR87, LC13]. Sources
[MK84, Vel90, AH11, dSP75]. South
[Blo00, Cha22, Kim16, Pol14, SFH12]. Southeast
[Sne12]. Southern
[Wak04]. sovereignty [Lan20]. Soviet
[Ano77e, Hol81b, Bea77, Eri72, Ger01, 
Gra75, Hof79, Hol73, Hol74, Hol81a, Hol81b, KIH04, Lev84, Lew72, 
NFC83, Nes95, Roc81, Sch06, Sol92, Tor83]. Sozialismus
[Bay83]. Space
[Mel07, Red02, Ver08, dBo90, RP16, Rot19]. Spaces
[Tho99, Foc16, McL15]. Spacing
[Van22]. Spain [SM97]. Spanish
[MD09]. Spare
[SK08]. Sparks
[Mor88b]. Spatial
[AMT11, BH97, Bal06, Oud12]. Spatial-Epistemic
[Bal06]. Speak
[Cri04, Da94, Hin14, dBMV21]. Speaking
[Por04]. Special
[BH97, Cl003, CC77, Col82b, Hac05b, Hol81b, Th609, BA12, Dan20, HBP19, 
Lyn11a]. Specialization
[JM73, LR08, OM76, WD97, Wra05]. Specialties
[GM78, Law73, Mul73, Shr84, SG74b, SH89]. Specialty
[Lan81, Nad80, Sma77, SWB77b]. Species
[Cri10, Bol18, Leo12]. Specific
[LM80]. Specificity
[CB01]. Spectroscopic
[Baz84]. Spectrum
[Jac94]. speculation
[WC16]. Speculative
[Jun23]. Speech
[Vos04]. Speed
[RIo08, Wie17]. spheres
[Skr16]. Spiegel
[Ano77n]. Spiegel-Rosing
[Ano77n]. spirit
[Rah11]. Spoken
[Ful94b]. spokespersons
[Pel21]. Spontaneous
[RH83]. Sport
[vHVdW07]. Spot
[Gie06b]. Spots
[Del87]. Spouses
[MJM77]. Spray
[Rap01]. spread
[Abe13]. Spreading
[KIH04]. Spreads
[FLE97]. squares
[Skr16]. Sáfrányek
[Efmo92]. SSK
SST [Ros81].
Stabilization [SMWCSC15]. Stabilizing [Gus99, Has12]. Stable [Hes86].
Stable [Hes86]. Stabilizing [Gus99, Has12]. Stages [Col81b, Zin76]. Staging [RB09, BL12].
Stake [CK83]. Stalin [Hol81b]. Stalking [GP97]. Stand [Fee00, Rip91]. Standard [AR02, Hed14].
Standard-setting [AR02]. Standardization [Hog09, JL98, STM+08, TB97, RC16]. Standardize [Mal98].
Standardized [Alm08]. Standardizing [TL00]. Standards [Abr93, AD09, Ale08, Hal19, MLC06, Théo99, Tur91, War74, Yea89a, Sun11, Tim15, WM17].
Standing [Mir95]. Stanford [Col07, Mae07]. Star [Bal10, Ken00, CBLG23, Sla07].
Starring [Ash93]. Start [Ber08]. startup [Foc16]. State [Bot90, Buc79, Gui98, Hol81b, McC92, Muk07b, PT72, SA22, Sol01b, SWB77b, Waj00, Wal75, Woo82, Wri80, Bak17, Car12a, Lei14, Mah14, RP15b].
Statehood [Pre08]. States [GKM75, Bar23, BR79, Buc75b, Dun78, GEJ79, Orl73, Ste78a, Sud22].
station [GK16a, Lac16]. Stations [dB09, GK16b, HTB20, Heg16].
Statistical [Jas02, Mac78b]. Statistics [MC71, Nor78, Lev14, Phi16].
Staying [Lan00]. Steam [Con78, Ink88].

Stock [Ken17, Pre06]. Stocktaking [TG86]. Stolzenberg [BS04b, Lyn04e].
stone [Wyl15]. Stop [Sto95]. storage [WN22]. Stored [Pel99]. Stored-Program [Pel99].
Stories [Mia99, Shr00]. Story-Telling [Cur94].
Strait [LC13]. Strangeness [Hir94]. Strata [Pin86]. Strategic [Lie89, MD20].

Strategies [AC88, Bow93, FR91, Kwa05, Lag07, Sim95, WH21, de 02, SAG11]. Strategy [Bud78, Edg03, FR89]. Stratification [HMH80, WH21]. stratified [KBRB19]. Strawsonian [Yea85]. stream [LDR10]. Street [MS14b].
Strength [Lag07]. Stress [Vin99]. Stroke [Tor92]. Strong [Gor89b, Kim94, Koc10a, Nol92, Sle89b, Sle91]. Strongest [And92].
Structural [MF95]. Structuralist [Edw94]. Structure [BH97, Buc79, Dea12, GSSD74, Mul72, Nak12, Rii86, Sis12b, SG74b, SH89, Tod87, RS11].
Structures [Bow96, FFMW08, GG07, Kra72, Kri87, Mar88]. Struggle [Hon08, Wri80].
struggles [Bak17]. STS [AGKL+15, CEW17, Edg03, For94, Gor06, Gum90, Hag99, HHS3, Hon03, Jas12, LMR10, yLL14, yLL22, Lyn17, Mia12, Moo10, Rad98a, Rad98b, Sis16a, dV07, vHLW13, Gie06a].

Stuck [Vas15]. Students [Atk87, Blo77, Cam03, Eas73, FG73, JE75, Zin71, WB78].

Studie [Elz80]. Studies
[Ano77n, BFS95a, BA12, BL87, Cam04, CT89, CE02, Con79, Dán20, Day08, Del02, Div90, Eaw73, Edw94, EES96, Elz04, Ew90, Fül49b, Fül06, Gie06b, Ham92, Hol81b, Jas00, Jas03a, Joh84, KS79, Lat86, Lev84, Loho0, Low89, LW75, LC05, Mac86, Mag77, Mir72, Nev80, Old90a, Pan80, PB04, Rab76, RS89a, Rip03, RS74, RH83, RH85, Ron78, Ros96a, Row05, STGG95, Sim79, SR73, SRM76, SR77, Ste99, Vas15, Ver02, Vog06, Waj00, Wes79, WHBM02, Woo82, Bro15, CS17, Doi11, KBvLA22, yLL22, Lyn11a, Pin15, Ros10, RP15b, Wat14, WL13, da 22, Del02, SG74a, Sko73, WB78, Jas03a].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[ABB+08, Arm09, Blo77, Bro89, Bru77, Bud78, CL89, Cra80a, Elz86, Eps97, Far75, FL88, Gas95, GK72, GM78, GW74, Har81b, Hil74, Hol81b, Hou01, Jas95, Kan78b, KSW82, LW82, Mac78b, MM86, Mar07, Ola96, Oro77a, Pal90, Pic80a, Rea01, Ruf79, Sch90, Sho05, Sma77, Sol85, Sol92, SR72, Ste78b, SS91, Sut84, Tat86, Tor92, Tur82, Ves87, VB03, Vos04, WD97, Whi75a, Waj00, Wes79, WHBM02, Woo82, Bro15, CS17, Doi11, KBvLA22, yLL22, Lyn11a, Pin15, Ros10, RP15b, Wat14, WL13, da 22, Del02, SG74a, Sko73, WB78, Jas03a].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].

[Thé04, Mar20].
System [Car09, CG89, Gap95, Hil74, Hyy09, Jab95, Jas01, Law84, LT92, MS88a, MS88b, Tod92, Vin95, Bar23, Ben12, Pri71]. systematic [SBHY15]. Systemic [MB22]. Systems [BFS95b, Blo91a, Hom90, Mac03b, Sat07, Sch95, Shr84, Wes98, Win02b, BHC16, Mos16, Uru22].


Technological [And88, Ano71b, Bij07, Bim90, BH03, BS98, Con78, Dow07a, Fou97, Gar13, Hof79, Kir10, Leo10, LC99, MM98, NHM74, Pet00, The04, Waj86, Wes89, Max17, Mill12, Mill18]. Technologies [BV95, Dow07b, Fan98, LM75, LP11, MD09, PB04, PK09, Sni15, Vos04, Arm19, Mos16, Oud12, PI19, Red16, RIA+11, SS18]. Technologists [Gar73b]. Technology [AB80, Ano09a, BFS95a, Bar82, Bha76, Bij01, Boh04, Buc75a, Col85a, Cot75, Del02, Dro93, Dug92, Dun78, EES96, Elz04, FFMW08, Fut08, God97, Gor92, Gum90, Gus99, Har94a, Ham92, Hol81b, Hou01, Hug86, Ink91, Joe94, Joh84, Joh85, Law87, Loh00, LW75, LC05, Mac86, MS88a, MS88b, Mac93, MG92, Mar97, Mat05, Mc092, Met88, Mill03, Mul98, PB84, PB98, Pin92, Rad86, Rad92, Rap01, Red75, Rip91, Rob02, Ron78, Ros93a, Ros96a, Row05, Sag73, Sha84, Shi02, Sim78, Sni09, Sar92, Spi87, Ste99, Szo92, Vas15, Vin95, Waj00, WB78, WG74, Wri86, Wyn88, Yoz84, dLM00, vLR98, AQQ15, Bro15, CS17, ELR21, Hol22, KBvLA22, KR11, KLM19, Lag12, LW10, Mag17, Max17, Mö16, Mon12, PP22, PW10, RP15b, Sab14, Sim10]. technology [Sma20, WL13, WC18, da 22, Hol81b]. Technoscience [And02, Eps09, Gor92, Lan01a, Jun23, KRR13, LØp22, MMV15, Oik17, Pap11, dIB11]. Technoscientific [Möl16, Tur90, dIB15, BD11, Car12a]. Technoscientization [VA16]. technosexual [WE15]. technotopias [Jön16].
Ink91, Jen07, Mye85, Mye95, Pel99, RH83, SR72, Tor92, Woo81a, Mia99.
Two-Stroke [Tor92]. Two-Tier-Thinking [Elk78]. Typhus [Wei10].
typification [KBvLA22]. Typing [Dae98]. Typographic [Har02b].
Typologies [SH17]. Typology [Mag75].

U.S. [Mul72]. UFOs [Wes77]. Ugandan [Cal21]. UK
[Hol81b, Nev80, O’R83, dSP75, Abp93, Blo91a, Ell11, EMSL23, Joh18, LR20,
Lor08, MM84b, Par05, SM93b, STM+08, SAG11]. Ultimate [MG82b].
Ultracentrifuges [Elz86]. ultrasound [Nis11]. Umbrella [Whi76].
Un/common [DS20]. unaligning [VI17]. Unanticipated [Gar04].
Uncertain [Mat05]. Uncertainties [dMdF98, JZ12, Pol20, VT21].
Uncertainty [Cam85, DA01, Eps09, Eva97, Lev01, Lyn98a, MM87, MMB09,
Smy01, Sta85, Bar11, Eva22, Rou17, Str11, Lah05]. Unconventional [PW19].
Undead [Sim99a]. Underdeveloped [Sag73, Ves96]. Underdevelopment
[Sag73]. Undergraduate [Bru77]. Underground [Ver08]. Underlying
[Mac03a]. understand [CS20]. Understanding [CG90, Col87, Gys14,
KM83, McL15, ML06, Sau04, Sha01, Tur89c, Wyn88, Yea99, dBtMV21].
undisclosed [SO17]. unexplained [Ras20]. unfortunate [Bar11].
Unification [KSW82, W095]. uniform [Hal19]. unimaginable [Jön16].
Unintended [Gar04, Wil91]. uninvention [Ste12]. Union
[Ano77e, Hol81b, Bea77, Dow88, Fau12, Hol74, KI04, Lew72, ML06, Sch06].
Unionism [Mac79]. uniqueness [TT18]. Unit [Smi04]. United
[Rip91, Bar23, BR79, Buc75b, Dun78, GJ79, KGM75, ORI73, STE78a, Sud22].
Unity [Swa07]. Universal [Bow93, MM87]. Universality [O’C93, TB97].
Universitaires [Gre10]. Universitätsverlag [Pfe71]. Universitätse [Rab76].
Universities [Ber08, Div90, GG07, RS74, FFB11]. University
[Alb95, Ash07, Br77, Col07, Crl10, Del05, Doi11, Eps09, Fis10, Gin10, Goo10,
Gre10, Hol81b, Hsu13, Kin94, Lam10a, LC99, Mae07, Met06, Mir07, Mos79,
Ne80, SO5b, PK88, dSP75, Pri71, Rei06, Rob99, Ros10, Sis10, Vel90, Bcy16,
PC12, Tou13, Zin71, Bur83, FG86, MK84, Mor73, Turk05, WC06, WB78].
university-industry [Byc16]. Unknowable [Hi01, Co04]. Unknown
[Wal01, Wag13]. unmaking [HL19, Wag13]. Unnatural [Rob96].
Unpacking [SK08]. Unruly [Lee16, Wyn88]. Unsettling [Mur15].
Unthinkable [GT00]. upon [AA84, Col86, CBLG23]. Urban
[Gie06b, LS04, Row12, Ver08, WC99, Gun20, Rek14]. Uros [Ken13].
[Lub81]. USA
[Ale08, Car09, CC98, Cha99, CC12, Doc03, Gol04, KIH04, MM84b, Par05].
Use [Blo00, DB85, Fra97, Huy06, M176, Muk07a, PC84, Sni09, Sol92,
Woo76, Bea10, Car14, FR11, MD20, TL18]. Usefully [Dol75]. Usefulness
[Mar78, Mye89]. User [MCBDT00, Mul98, Ver08, Eng20, FÖP20, Ros11].
user- [Eng20]. user-centered [Ros11]. User/Using [Mul98]. Uses
[Del83, Hil90, Sha72, Sol85]. Using
[Fra88, FL88, GB16, Gor92, MCBDT00, Mul98, SR72]. USSR
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